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About This Game

Flight of the Paladin is a fast-paced top-down shooter where you play as a knight of valor and light vanquishing the nightmarish
creatures of darkness. Shoot your way to victory as a lone champion of justice.

In Campaign Mode, though your quest begins easily enough do not be lax in your crusade, Paladin, or you may soon be
surrounded and overwhelmed. Every second the path grows more treacherous and the minions of evil increase in number. But
take heart, you have the protection of goodness on your side! Subdue your enemies quickly by unleashing that power on your
foes. Each stage ends with a boss that needs to be vanquished to move on to the next area. Navigate through the deep Woods,

take on the Hollow Path, and you might find yourself at the Castle Ruins of Dracula!

In Survival Mode face waves of challenging monsters and random bosses to try to survive as long as possible. Can you stand
shoulder to shoulder with the best Paladins on the Leaderboards? Play now to put your skills to the test!
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flight of the paladin. flight of the paladin gameplay

I wouldn't have even played this if it was a free flash game back in the day. No way to monitor your health. No way to monitor
level progression. 2 attacks, the click spam and a pointless charge attack. A few types of enemies, mainly die by obstacles not
enemies. No variety. No point. No plot. No challenge. Idled for cards, deleted, hidden. If you like this genre, skip it. If you don't
like this genre, don't even think about it.
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3DMark 11 Update Released:
Futuremark benchmarks use a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates
SystemInfo to version 4.40.

SystemInfo 4.40. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
We've released a minor update for 3DMark 11. Benchmark scores are not affected.

3DMark 11 v1.0.132. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
UL benchmarks use a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates SystemInfo to
version 5.13.

SystemInfo 5.13. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
3DMark 11 uses a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates SystemInfo to
version 4.35.

SystemInfo 4.35. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
Futuremark benchmarks use a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates
SystemInfo to version 5.7.

SystemInfo 5.7
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